CAUSEWAY CONSTRUCTION.
Mr. J. W. Rollins, '78, Tafs G. E. Society of Work on Charlestown River Basin.

Mr. James W. Rollins, '78, gave a very interesting talk on "Causeway Construction" to members of the Civil Engineering Society in the Cage. Mr. Rollins, as a member of the firm of Holbrook, Cabot, and Rollins, has had much to do with the construction of the River dam, which has been connected with the construction work at the lower end of the dam for six years and was able to discuss in an instructive way many of the practical details of such work. The talk was illustrated by a large number of photographs and plans of the Charles River dam and the new Cambridge bridge.

The Society has arranged for an excursion through the Washington Street subways on Thursday afternoon. The trip is not expected to take more than two hours, in which number of men will take advantage of this splendid opportunity to see the methods of underground construction.

SOUVENIR PROGRAM OF FIELD DAY.

The management of the official Field Day program is arranging a unique souvenir for this year's contest. The program will appear in the Cage next week and will contain a list of the events and their participants, will include a complete account of the results of Field Day for every year since it was inaugurated. The cover will be illustrated by the first picture of the new entrance to the Tech Field, which has as yet been published. This gate, which was a gift from the class of '81, will be set forth in all its glory of colors and the motto which adorns the gate.

"Not the quarry, but the chase, Not the laurel, but the race. Not the tear, but the smile. Make me Lord enjoy alway."

will occupy a prominent place at the back of the cover.

As a special inducement for circulation and as a souvenir to subscribers of The Tech one copy will be given gratis to holders of subscription coupon books. This opportunity to secure the Field Day program and the large and complete Field Day issue of The Tech is worthy of every student's consideration. The souvenir program will be free to subscribers of The Tech at the news bureau in Rogers corridor Friday morning and on sale to others at ten cents per copy. Coupon books may be obtained at any time from the management at the Cage or at the hands of any who are not already subscribers to The Tech.

1909 CLASS DUES.

Members of the Class of 1909 are urged to have their class dues at once, as it is absolutely necessary that these dues be in hand before the close of Field Day. If you cannot help your class in Field Day events, you can aid it by paying your dues. These may be paid to Treasurer Nagle or to the collectors in the various sections.
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